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What is the Report About? (Executive Summary)

1. The purpose of this report is to ask Cabinet to agree a new Customer Strategy, 
an ICT Plan and a Workforce Plan.

2. The Council Plan agreed in February 2018 describes the outcomes the Council 
wants for Cumbria and new ways of working to help deliver its ambition and 
aspirations.

3. A customer focused approach is fundamental to achieving this and the Council 
Plan makes clear the organisation will be putting customers at the heart of 
everything we do. The new Customer Strategy will do this, supported by the ICT 
Plan and Workforce Plan. Implementing these key documents will enable 
Council to achieve its vision for customers, focusing on the council’s use of 
technology to improve online access for customer to services and information 
and equipping the workforce with the tools and skills to support a customer 
focused culture.

Recommendation 1

4. Cabinet is asked to approve the Customer Strategy 2018-2022 and to approve 
the ICT Plan and Workforce Plans as key enablers for the delivery of the 
Customer Strategy. 

Recommendation 2

5. Cabinet is asked to approve the ICT Plan 2018-2022

Recommendation 3

6. Cabinet is recommended to approve the Workforce Plan 2018 - 2022



Background to the Proposals

7. The Council is committed to putting customers at the heart of everything it does. 
This is clearly set out in the new Council Plan 2018-2022. This means providing 
a good quality customer experience across a range of service delivery 
channels.

8. With new technologies being introduced at a rapid pace, reducing budgets for 
public services, a need to manage demand, as well as the changes in the 
needs and expectations of communities and individuals, it is the right time for 
the Council to look at opportunities to do things differently from the customers’ 
perspective.

9. Digital transformation and ICT will be critical to supporting delivery of this 
Strategy, but perhaps more fundamental than this is the need to further develop 
a customer focused culture across the Council, supported by a workforce that 
has the right skills and is supported to deliver this vision. This way of working 
will also influence how we listen to and engage with communities, customers 
and residents. It is therefore important to consider the Customer Strategy 
alongside the new Workforce Plan, approach to Area Planning and ICT Plan. It 
is for this reason the Customer Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce Plan are 
presented together for consideration by Cabinet.

10. The Council Plan also commits to focusing the Council’s reduced resources on 
where they are most needed and where the biggest difference can be made. 
This will mean targeting our resources at the most vulnerable in communities 
who need the most specialist and complex support from the Council and its 
partners. To help the Council do this, proactive steps will need to be taken to 
reduce the demand for services – supporting customers in a way that helps 
them avoid or delay the need for targeted services as far as possible. 

11. The Strategy describes the Council’s ambition in relation to customers and what 
actions it will be taking to make sure its approach is fit for the future. The vision 
of the new Customer Strategy is “To put customers at the heart of 
everything that we do, providing quality services at a reduced cost.”

12. The outcomes the Council wants to achieve are:

 Customers’ and communities’ needs are put at the heart of designing and 
improving services 

 Customers are able to access services and information easily through a 
range of channels 

 The Council’s digital services are so good they are our customers’ channel 
of choice.

 The Council is clear and honest about what customers can expect from 
the Council and the Council is consistent in its delivery of this



 Council services are delivered at a reduced cost and provide value for 
money

13. Delivery of the Strategy will focus on three key strands of activity:

a) Developing a customer focused organisation – focusing on provision of 
staff training and skills, development of the Council’s approach to 
customer insight and engagement, the approach to complaints and 
correspondence, supporting Members in their role, and finally making sure 
the Council has the right ICT in place to support the ambition set out in the 
Strategy.

b) Redesign of priority services – with a rolling programme of services 
which will under-go some level of re-design from a customer perspective. 
The focus will be to improve the customer experience and increase value 
for money where possible. 

c) Customer channel development and channel shift – with a programme 
of work in place to develop each of the Council’s channels, providing 
customers with their own “account”, and providing support to those that 
need it so that online services become the easy to use and accessible. 
Our digital services will be so good they become the customers’ channel 
of choice.

14. These three strands are reflected in the Year 1 Delivery Plan which is 
appended to the Strategy and will be updated on an annual basis. There will be 
a particular emphasis in Year 1 on developing the “my account” for customers; 
and developing the skills, behaviours and tools staff need to develop a 
customer focused culture.

15. The Strategy also sets out broad measures of success; however as different 
services are redesigned and the Council’s approach to customer insight 
develops, it will be important to put in place more specific measures to 
understand the difference the Council is making. Understanding what our 
customers define as success will be essential as part of this work.

16. The Council has increasingly used technology to support and enable the 
delivery of our services, improve customer access and to drive efficiency 
savings and this will be fundamental in supporting the delivery of the Customer 
Strategy. The attached ICT Plan: 2018-22 sets out the ambition for the 
Council’s use of information and digital technologies, demonstrating how 
technology will help put the Customer at the heart of our services.

17. In particular we will optimise the benefits of existing and emerging technologies 
to support delivery of the Council Plan, our new Customer Strategy and will 
improve the efficiency and effectiveness of council services. 

18. The vision of the new ICT Plan is “to use technology which supports the 
delivery of Council services and, putting customers at the heart, helps 
improve outcomes for the people of Cumbria”



19. The outcomes are:

 We maximise the benefits of technology;
 Council services benefit from new ways of working and delivery of 

services;
 ICT services are as agile, flexible and adaptable as possible which 

supports efficient, effective and customer focussed service delivery;
 Our users – Members, Officers and Customers, are supported and will use 

technology to support efficient service delivery.

20. Our employees are the driving force behind the services we deliver and the 
lasting impact we can make in the community and for our customers.  The new 
Workforce Plan 2018-2022 acknowledges this and outlines how we will 
engage, support and develop our employees to enable them to achieve the 
vision set out in the Council Plan. 

a) The Workforce Plan vision is “to have a motivated and committed 
workforce that is innovative, supported, skilled and customer 
focused.”

21. To support this approach, the following workforce themes have been created 
and will be further developed between 2018 and 2022:

 Engagement
 Skills and Behaviours
 Wellbeing   

22. In developing the Strategy, a number of stakeholders were engaged and 
consulted including staff groups, Trade Union colleagues and elected members 
who all provided challenge and suggestions to help inform the Plan and 
associated Delivery Plan. Direct feedback from staff groups was vital as through 
the staff engagement events across the County, valuable feedback and 
suggestions fed into the development of the Workforce Plan at an early stage.

Scrutiny engagement and feedback

23. In developing the Strategy, the ICT Plan and the Workforce Plan non-executive 
Members were invited to provide feedback on the proposed vision, outcomes 
and deliverables. Two workshop sessions took place in March and April where 
Members provided challenge and suggestions to help inform the Strategy and 
associated Plans.

24. In relation to the Customer Strategy Members were supportive of the ambitions 
described and particularly welcomed the need to be clear, open and honest with 
customers about what they can and cannot expect from the Council. They were 
also keen to ensure the message we will seek to get things “right first time” 
came through in the Strategy.



25. The need to be clear in the Strategy of the critical role elected Members play 
was also emphasised in the workshop; both in terms of championing digital 
delivery of and access to services; as well as recognising the role Members 
play as the first point of contact for many customers. Members also fed back 
the delivery plan needs to articulate what support will be provided to Members 
in this role.

26. Through the workshop Members also made clear that they expect all services, 
across all directorates to commit to considering the role the Service Centre 
could play in delivery of all services. Members felt this could bring significant 
financial savings; and are therefore expecting directorates to embrace the 
expansion of the Service Centre as part of their plans to redesign services from 
the customer’s perspective.

27.  In relation to the ICT Plan Scrutiny members discussed the role technology 
can play in supporting elected members and emphasised the importance of 
effective engagement with members prior to any changes in devices and 
systems. The needs of elected members differ from those of staff and changes 
in mobile devices or laptops/tablets need to reflect this. It was agreed to ensure 
effective engagement with members, going forward.

28.  The proposed refresh of the council website and the implementation of the 
digital platform was welcomed but regard must still be given to service users 
who are either unable or unwilling to use digital services. In addition, 
consideration should be given to working with community groups and assets in 
order to provide advice and access.

29. Considering the points made at the Scrutiny session, a new Members ICT 
Group has now been formed. This is a sub-group of the Member Development 
Group and will provide a mechanism for the needs and views of members to be 
considered and where members will be able to engage, influence and test 
emerging technologies prior to implementation in the Council. 

30. The framework and focus of the Workforce Plan was considered on 27th April 
2018 at a workshop open to all non-executive members and chaired by the 
Chair of Scrutiny Management Board. The proposed plan reflects comments 
from members attending this session whom had been asked for feedback on 
the proposed vision, focus and outcome measures.

Options Considered and Risks Identified

Option A

31. Cabinet decide to agree the Customer Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce Plan 
2018 - 2022. 

32. Option B

33. Cabinet decide to agree the Customer Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce Plan     
2018 – 2022 subject to some amendments.



Option C

34. Cabinet decide to not agree the Customer Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce 
Plan 2018 – 2022 and commission further work to be undertaken. 

Reasons for the Recommendations/Key Benefits

35. The Customer Strategy, supported by the ICT and Workforce Plans, provides 
the Council with an opportunity to refresh its approach to customers. It links 
closely to our digital transformation; however it extends far beyond that and 
provides direction for Members and staff in terms of placing customers at the 
heart of everything – rather than putting organisational needs first.  

Financial – What Resources will be needed and how will it be funded?

36. The purpose of this report is to recommend that Cabinet approve the Customer 
Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce Plan 2018-2022.  Whilst there are no direct 
resource implications of this recommendation, there are savings within the 
MTFP 2018-2022 agreed by Council in February that should be delivered 
through the adoption of the Strategy and Plans, and the delivery activities 
associated within it. 

Legal Aspects – What needs to be considered?

37. The approval of a corporate Customer Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce Plan 
falls within the terms of reference of the Cabinet.  Having these strategies and 
plans in place forms part of the Council’s overall corporate governance 
framework.  

Council Plan Priority – How do the proposals contribute to the delivery of the 
Council’s stated objectives?

38. The Customer Strategy, ICT Plan and Workforce Plan all contribute to the 
delivery of the Council Plan (2018-22) by providing clarity about how the 
Council will be putting customers at the heart of everything it does. This is 
important for the work the Council undertakes with partners to support the 
achievement of better outcomes for Cumbria; as well as providing direction for 
Members and staff about the way the Council will go about its business. They 
also support the delivery of other Council priorities with digital supporting 
changes in the way we work and contributing to both enterprise and efficiency.

What is the impact of the decision on Health Inequalities and Equality and 
Diversity? 

39. An Equality Impact Assessment has been undertaken of the Customer Strategy 
and is provided as Appendix 3 to the report. The assessment is an important 
tool for the Council to use in the implementation of the Strategy, given the wide 
range of customers the Council engages with.



40. Additional service specific Equality Impact Assessments will be undertaken 
when necessary to ensure any future proposed changes to services and 
channels of delivery take into account the needs of people with a protected 
characteristic.

41. In developing the Council’s approach to customer insight, consultation and 
engagement there is an opportunity to further strengthen the Council’s 
understanding of the needs and experiences of people with protected 
characteristics; and this intelligence will be used to inform the implementation of 
the Customer Strategy.

42. An Equality Impact Assessment has been undertaken as part of the Workforce 
Plan development and is provided as Appendix to the report. The assessment 
is an important tool for the Council to use in the implementation of the Plan, 
given the diversity of the workforce.

Appendices and Background Documents

Appendix 1 – Customer Strategy 2018-2022
Appendix 2 – Customer Strategy Delivery Plan 2018/19
Appendix 3 – Equality Impact Assessment
Appendix 4 – ICT Plan 2018 - 2022
Appendix 5 – ICT Delivery Plan 2018 - 2022
Appendix 6 – Workforce Plan 2018 - 2022
Appendix 7 – Workforce Plan Delivery Plan 2018 - 2022
Appendix 8 – Equality Impact Assessment (Workforce Plan)
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Approved by Cabinet Member on 3 June 2018

Previous relevant Council or Executive decisions
Not applicable

Consideration by Overview & Scrutiny
The framework and focus of the Strategy was considered on 9th March 2018 and 27 
April at workshops open to all non-executives; and the proposed strategy and plans 
reflects comments from members attending this session whom had been asked for 
feedback on the proposed vision, focus and deliverables.

Background Papers
Not Applicable
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